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Objective: The choice of electroencephalograph (EEG) reference is a critical issue for the study of brain
activity. The present study addressed the use of the infinity reference obtained by the reference electrode
standardisation technique (REST) in the study of EEG default mode network (DMN).
Methods: A total of 100 randomly positioned source configurations, each consisting of two dipoles with
coherent waveforms, were adopted for simulating EEG networks. Dense (129-channel), eyes-closed EEG
was recorded from 15 subjects. Simulated data with infinity as reference and the real data were re-ref-
erenced to reconstructed infinity (REST), their average (AR), linked mastoids (LM) and left mastoid (L) ref-
erences. For simulated data, the effects of different references on coherence and network were
investigated. For real data, spectral properties of seven conventional EEG frequency bands were first ana-
lysed and then DMN was constructed based on the coherence.
Results: The simulation showed that REST can exactly recover the true EEG network configuration. For
real EEG data, significant differences among references were found for the power spectra, coherence
and DMN configuration. Compared with REST, the long-distance connectivity between anterior and pos-
terior areas was strengthened by AR, and the connectivity over posterior areas was destroyed when LM
and L were employed. Moreover, all comparisons demonstrated frequency-dependent reference effects.
Conclusions: Non-neutral reference influences the power spectra, coherence as well as the network anal-
ysis. REST demonstrates its validity in data referencing, and meanwhile, AR is much closer to REST than
the other references in terms of spectra and coherence. However, the DMN alters a great deal with AR.
Significance: The results underscore the importance of considering EEG reference effects in the functional
connectivity studies. REST is a promising reference technique for objective comparison in cross-labora-
tory studies and clinical practices.
� 2010 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction may introduce an undesired temporal bias since no neutral point ex-
The choice of electroencephalograph (EEG) reference greatly
influences the delineation and analysis of EEG scalp recordings,
and has attracted much attention in brain electrophysiology re-
search (Hagemann et al., 2001; Nunez et al., 1999). In EEG scalp
recording, only the potential difference between two points can be
measured, meaning that the use of an appropriate reference is vital
(Geselowitz, 1998). Several different types of reference, including
the vertex reference (CZ), the linked mastoids reference (LM), the
average reference (AR) and the left mastoid reference (L), are cur-
rently used for EEG measurement. However, all of these references
f Clinical Neurophysiology. Publish
ists on the body surface. Thus, the reference signal itself may involve
physiological dynamic processes that will inevitably influence the
data. Previous studies have examined the effects of reference choice
on EEG data using several methods, including the estimation of the
effect of head surface on recordings using AR (Jugnhöfer et al., 1999),
the examination of coherence and reference signals (Nunez et al.,
1997; Essl and Rappelsberger, 1998; Nunez and Srinivasan 2006)
and the investigation of brain asymmetry (Hagemann et al., 2001).

To entirely resolve the problems involved in using body surface
points for referencing, a reference with neutral potential is re-
quired. Theoretically, a point at infinity is far from brain sources,
and has an ideally neutral potential. Therefore, a point at infinity
constitutes an ideal reference (infinity reference, IR). In 2001, Yao
(2001) proposed a ‘reference electrode standardisation technique
ed by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(REST)’ to approximately transform EEG data recorded with a scalp
point reference to recordings using an infinity reference (IR; the
software for REST transformation can be downloaded at
www.neuro.uestc.edu.cn/rest; a simplified MATLAB version can
be found in Supplementary materials). In recent years, the REST
has been quantitatively validated through simulation studies with
assumed neural sources in both a concentric three-sphere head
model (Yao, 2001) and a realistic head model (Zhai and Yao,
2004). These studies have shown that data referenced with REST
are more consistent with physiology than data referenced using
traditional scalp references. This has been shown using a variety
of techniques, including EEG spectral imaging (Yao et al., 2005),
EEG coherence (Marzetti et al., 2007), brain evoked potentials
(EP) and spatiotemporal analysis (Yao et al., 2007).

However, previously reported studies on EEG electrode refer-
ence effects have predominantly focussed on power spectra or spa-
tiotemporal analysis in certain frequency bands. Relatively few
studies have investigated the effects of reference choice on other
EEG bands. Recently, an increasing number of studies have exam-
ined functional connectivity networks in the brain. In particular, a
great deal of research attention has focussed on connectivity dur-
ing the resting state (Buckner and Vincent, 2007; Pawela et al.,
2008; Honey et al., 2009), because brain activity in the resting state
(in the absence of task stimuli) plays a fundamental role in both
simple and complex cognitive processes. Many researchers regard
the resting state as the ‘default mode’, in terms of neural network
functioning (Raichle et al., 2001; Raichle and Snyder, 2007). In re-
cent years, the default mode network (DMN) has been primarily
investigated using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
(Greicius et al., 2003; Friston, 1994; Buckner and Vincent, 2007),
while few studies of the DMN have used EEG measures. Chen
et al. (2008) reported an EEG DMN study, examining the spatial
characteristics of power spectra in different resting-state EEG fre-
quency bands. Previous studies in both human and animal brains
have revealed that the DMN is a kind of ‘small world network’ with
high cluster coefficient and short path length (Sporns et al., 2004;
Stam et al., 2007; Bassett and Bullmore, 2006). The choice of elec-
trode reference is a particularly vital issue when EEG-related tech-
niques are used to investigate neural connectivity. As such, the
systematic investigation of the effects of reference choice on con-
nectivity measurements is an important research goal.

In this study, we conducted a simulation experiment to test the
utility of REST in recovering a true EEG-related connectivity net-
work and to evaluate the relative error (RE) introduced by AR,
LM and L references. The four references were then applied to real
resting-state EEG to investigate the differences among them, and
the deviations caused by AR, LM and L compared with REST in
measuring power spectra, coherence and DMN configuration for
conventional frequency bands were assessed.

2. Methods

2.1. Re-referencing techniques

2.1.1. Reference electrode standardisation technique
REST is a novel method that builds a bridge between the body

reference and the theoretical neutral reference at an infinity point
(Yao, 2001; Yao et al., 2005). For an IR, the forward EEG calculation
is given by

V ¼ GS ð1Þ
where G is the transfer matrix referenced at infinity, only depen-
dent on the head model, source configuration and electrode mon-
tage; S is the distributed source; and V is the scalp EEG recording
with a reference at infinity generated by S. Scalp noise is not consid-
ered in this model and is assumed to be zero.
For the CZ referenced recordings VCZ, we similarly have

VCZ ¼ GCZS ð2Þ

where GCZ is the EEG lead-field matrix with CZ reference and VCZ re-
fers to EEG scalp recordings referenced at CZ. A minimum norm
solution (MNS) for the source distribution S is given by

S ¼ G�CZVCZ ð3Þ

where ðGCZÞ� denotes the Moore–Penrose generalised inverse of
matrix GCZ.

From Eqs. (2) and (3), we can see that the source S is the same,
which reflects the fact that reference choice does not influence the
source localisation, that is, activated neural sources in the brain are
not affected by the particular reference used (Pascual-Marqui and
Lehmann, 1993). The potential with reference at infinity can thus
be reconstructed as the following:

VREST ¼ GðG�CZVCZÞ ¼ UVCZ ð4Þ

where U ¼ GG�CZ is the final transfer matrix simultaneously deter-
mined by the lead-field matrix G and GCZ, where G is known and
GCZ can be easily derived from G. In addition, recordings using any
other single electrode as reference can be mathematically trans-
formed to the IR using a formula similar to Eq. (4). This approach
differs only in the use of a specific lead-field matrix corresponding
to the adopted reference.

Because the potential produced by any source can be equiva-
lently produced by a source distribution enclosing the actual
sources (Helmholtz, 1853; Yao, 2003; Yao and He, 2003), we may
assume an equivalent source distribution (ESD) on the cortical sur-
face that encloses all possible neural electric sources inside and as-
sume that S in Eqs. (1) and (2) is ESD, instead of the actual neural
electric sources. Moreover, ESD may be a closed radial dipole layer.
As such, the REST method is actually a model-based extrapolation
determined by four factors: the volume conductor model, the
equivalent source model, the electrode montage and the calcula-
tion of the general inverse.

For the REST method in this study, the head model for all cases
was a three-concentric-sphere model. The normalised radii of the
three concentric spheres were 0.87 (inner radius of the skull),
0.92 (outer radius of the skull) and 1.0 (radius of the scalp). The
normalised conductivities were 1.0, 0.0125 and 1.0 for the brain,
skull and scalp, respectively. The centre of the spheres was defined
as the coordinate origin. The x-axis was oriented from the origin to
the direction of the right ear, and the y-axis was oriented in the
posterior–anterior direction. The z-axis was oriented from the ori-
gin to the vertex. The equivalent source distribution model was as-
sumed to be a discrete equivalent dipole layer on a closed surface
formed by a spherical cap surface with radius of 0.869, above a
transverse plane at z = �0.076. A discrete approximation of the
closed surface was also assumed, consisting of 2600 nodes on the
spherical cap surface and 400 nodes on the transverse plane
(Yao, 2001). A total of 3000 radial dipoles perpendicular to the en-
closed equivalent layer were used to calculate the lead-field ma-
trix. The electrode montage was the same as the EGI (Electrical
Geodesics, Inc.) collecting system with 129 electrodes.

In the simulation, a low-density EEG montage consisting of 20
electrodes was selected from the EGI 129 system approximating
the standard 10–20 system locations to test the effects of electrode
number on REST. Moreover, different conductivity ratios (CRs) be-
tween brain and skull were also used to estimate the effects of the
volume conductor on REST.

2.1.2. AR reference, LM reference and L reference
The EGI system typically uses the CZ (vertex) electrode as the

reference. For the simulated data with an original IR, it is easy to
translate data to recordings using CZ as the reference by subtract-
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ing the CZ channel signal from each other channel (Yao et al.,
2005). The vertex is an electrically active site that can introduce
unexpected activity to the referenced recordings. The use of the
CZ reference has been deemed inappropriate by some researchers,
discouraging its use in EEG analysis (Hagemann et al., 2001; Yao
et al., 2007). Therefore, the CZ reference is not considered in our
study. Instead, the AR reference, the LM reference, the L reference
and REST were transformed from the CZ reference. Details of the
transformation from the CZ reference to the AR, LM and L refer-
ences can be found in the study by Yao et al. (2005).

2.2. Coherence and network construction

2.2.1. Coherence
Coherence is the most common measure used in the analysis of

co-operative, synchrony-defined cortical neuronal assemblies
(Nunez et al., 1997; Sarnthein et al., 1998; Pereda et al., 2005).
Coherence represents the linear relationship at a specific frequency
between two signals x(t) and y(t), which can be expressed as:

Cðf Þ ¼ jCXYðf Þj2

CXXðf ÞCYYðf Þ
ð5Þ

where CXY(f) is the cross-spectrum between x(t) and y(t), and CXX(f),
CYY(f) are the auto spectra calculated from a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) performed on x(t) and y(t).

2.2.2. EEG network construction and topography
Different from coherence that can reflect changes in synchroni-

sation and the interaction between two brain regions, brain net-
works can be used to describe the connectivity among multiple
regions or nodes. In this study, an EEG scalp network was con-
structed using the coherence between nodes as the weight of con-
nectivity, producing a weighted network. For the analysis of both
the simulated and real data, 18 nodes were selected from the
129 channels in the EGI montage. These nodes were labelled
Ch24, Ch14, Ch11, Ch25, Ch124, Ch34, Ch122, Ch37, Ch105, Ch46,
Ch109, Ch62, Ch53, Ch87, Ch59, Ch92, Ch72 and Ch77, approximat-
ing the 20 standard electrode locations (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8,
C3, C4, T7, T8, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, O1 and O2) in the 10–20 system.

For the weighted network we generated, a connectivity thresh-
old was set to remove weak links between nodes. To give a better
representation of network connectivity topography, we gradually
increased the connectivity threshold to decrease the network de-
gree, which refers to the mean links of the whole nodes in the net-
work, until the degree of each network corresponding to different
references in different frequency bands reached four.

2.3. Simulation

The effectiveness of REST to reconstruct EEG connectivity was
investigated by conducting a simulation study.

2.3.1. Simulation protocol
In the simulation, 100 dipole-pair configurations, each consist-

ing of two unit radial dipoles randomly positioned within the
upper hemisphere (radius 0.87), were analysed.

The temporal process of dipolar neural source was simulated
using a damped Gaussian function,

hðtiÞ ¼ exp � 2pf
ti � t0

c

� �2
 !

cosð2pf ðti � t0Þ þ aÞ

i ¼ 1; � � � ; k ð6Þ

with parameters t0 ¼ 35 � dt; f ¼ 10 Hz; c ¼ 5; a ¼ p=2 for one di-
pole in the pair, and t0 ¼ 40 � dt; f ¼ 10Hz; c ¼ 4; a ¼ p for the
other. In this way, two coherent dipoles were generated.
Using Eq. (6) and the above forward model Eqs. (1) and (4), we
derived 129-channel spatiotemporal recordings V ; VAR; VLM; VL

and VREST. Based on these referenced recordings, the coherence cal-
culating formula (5) was used to calculate the coherence coeffi-
cients at 10 Hz among channels. C; CAR; CLM; CL and CREST were
the coherence coefficients corresponding to different references.

2.3.2. RE for coherence
The RE was used to evaluate the effectiveness of each reference,

calculated as:

RE ¼ kC � C�k=kCk ð7Þ

where C was the coherence coefficient matrix (129*129) between
channel pairs in 10 Hz referenced at infinity, and C* was an alterna-
tive of the coherence coefficient matrix CAR; CLM; CL as well as the
CREST calculated with REST. The matrix norm k � k meant the Frobe-
nius norm defined as:

kCk ¼ ð
XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

c2
ijÞ

1=2 ð8Þ

where N represents the total electrode number, and cij denotes the
coherence between channel i and channel j.

2.3.3. Effect of electrode number
We examined the effect of electrode number on REST by com-

paring the performance of a 20-electrode with a 129-electrode
configuration. Eighteen of the 20 electrodes were the same as those
mentioned above, which were approximations to standard 10–20-
system locations. The other two channels were located at the left
and right mastoids.

2.3.4. Effects of volume conductor model
We took 80 as the brain-to-skull CR in the forward calculation

to generate the original EEG using an IR. The effects of the volume
conductor model on the performance of REST were evaluated by
varying CR from 10 to 500 during the REST calculation.

2.4. Application to resting-state EEG

2.4.1. EEG recording and re-referencing
Fifteen healthy right-handed male students (18–30 years old)

from the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China
volunteered to take part in our study. The experiments were per-
formed in a quiet, air-conditioned laboratory with soft natural
light, and maintained at 20–25 �C. Participants were seated and
asked to keep their eyes closed for 3 min. A 129-channel EEG
was recorded with an EGI system using Ag/AgCl electrodes (includ-
ing two electrooculography (EOG) channels) with the vertex refer-
ence. EEG recordings were sampled online at 500 Hz and filtered
with a band-pass filter of 0.1–45 Hz. All impedances were kept be-
low 40 kX during the experiments.

Linear-detrending was performed, and EEG data were visually
inspected for common artefacts such as eye blinks, eye movements
and muscle activity. Furthermore, automated rejection was per-
formed using the amplitude criteria of an absolute voltage thresh-
old (65 lV), and 10-s epochs without artefacts were chosen for
analysis. Eighteen data channels on the outermost ring of elec-
trodes on the inferior surface of the head were eliminated from
the study due to recording artefacts caused by an insufficient
scalp/sensor contact, leaving 111 electrodes (Srinivasan et al.,
1998). EEG data originally recorded using a CZ reference were re-
referenced offline to the following references: the IR (REST), the
AR reference, the LM reference and the L reference. Transforma-
tions between CZ, AR, LM and L references can be easily performed
using conventional methods (Yao et al., 2005).
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2.4.2. DMN
Previous studies have typically only reported the effect of refer-

ence choice on particular bands, such as the alpha band (Hagemann
et al., 2001; Yao et al., 2005). Due to the uneven power distribution
across different bands, reference choice may have distinct effects
on different bands. In the current study, we systemically examined
the effects of reference choice on traditional EEG bands, using mea-
sures of power spectra, coherence and network connectivity. The
bands were defined in a conventional EEG sense: delta (0.5–
3.5 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha-1 (7.5–9.5 Hz), alpha-2 (10–12 Hz),
beta-1 (13–23 Hz), beta-2 (24–34 Hz) and gamma (35–45 Hz). The
following analysis is based on these seven EEG frequency bands.

2.4.2.1. Power spectra and spatial distribution. EEG artefact-free data
were subjected to FFT analysis to obtain the power of each fre-
quency band. Power values and scalp distribution were used to
demonstrate the basic information of resting-state EEG, obtained
from four different reference types.

2.4.2.2. Spectra amplitude weight centre (AWC). Amplitude weight
centre (AWC) reflects the systematic properties of global power.
A previous study reported a significant effect of reference choice
on the AWC of the alpha band (Yao et al., 2005). In the current
study, we additionally used AWC as a measure to test the effects
of reference choice on the systematic features of other frequency
bands. We defined AWC as

XcðjÞ ¼

PN
i¼1

xiAiðjÞ

PN
i¼1

AiðjÞ
; YcðjÞ ¼

PN
i¼1

yiAiðjÞ

PN
i¼1

AiðjÞ
; ZcðjÞ ¼

PN
i¼1

ziAiðjÞ

PN
i¼1

AiðjÞ
ð9Þ

where Ai(j) is the square root of the power of the frequency band j at
electrode i. (Xc(j), Yc(j), Zc(j)) are the coordinates of the AWC; N is the
number of electrodes, and (xi,yi,zi) are the coordinates of the
electrodes.

2.4.2.3. DMN construction and graphic analysis. The same 18 nodes
were selected and the coherence between nodes was calculated
as the weight of DMN connectivity. The weighted density of the
network, used to evaluate the intensity and efficiency of the net-
work links (De Vico Fallani et al., 2008), was defined as:

E ¼ 1
NðN � 1Þ

X
i–j

wij N ¼ 18; i; j ¼ 1; :::;18 ð10Þ

where N is the node number and wij is the weight between node i
and j. Network density represents connectivity strength, global
information integration and processing capacity, which greatly de-
pends on coherence here.
Fig. 1. The relative error (RE) of the coherence with four references
3. Results

3.1. Simulation results

It is obvious from Fig. 1(a) that the different references resulted
in different REs. REST generated the smallest error, with the mean
RE of the whole dipole-pair 0.062%, while the mean RE reached
16.61% with L, and 9.73% and 15.47% with AR and LM, respectively.
A Tukey’s test revealed significant differences for all pair-wise
comparisons among these references (P = 0.002 for LM vs. L;
P < 0.001 for other pairs).

The relative error after reducing the electrode number is shown
in Fig. 1(b). It can be seen that the REST still introduced the small-
est error (mean RE: 3.05%), while the mean error produced by AR
was 11.57%. The errors produced by LM (mean RE: 15.60%) and L
(mean RE: 17.35%) were larger than those obtained using REST
and AR. However, the errors of both LM and L were slightly altered,
while AR and REST produced larger error compared with that of the
129 electrodes. Overall, REST showed the best performance with
the smallest errors. A Tukey’s test revealed significant differences
for all pair-wise comparisons among these references (P = 0.001
for LM vs. L; P < 0.001 for other pairs).

The RE of REST with various CRs can be seen in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a)
shows the results with the four different CRs (20, 40, 60 and 80). It
indicated that the largest error occurred at CR = 20 with an average
RE = 0.13% over the 100 dipole-pair sources. Fig. 2(b) shows the
averaged RE of coherence for CRs from 20 to 500. Moreover, it
shows that REST was robust to CR value in a wide range. Compar-
ing to Fig. 1, Fig. 2 reveals that the errors introduced by the head
models were much smaller than those caused by the non-zero ref-
erences AR, LM or L.

One dipole-pair of the 100 randomly positioned dipole-pairs
was selected to display scalp connectivity over 18 nodes in the case
of 129 channels involved in reference transformation. The connec-
tivity networks produced by different reference types are shown in
Fig. 3.

The spatial coordinates for these two dipoles were (�0.62,
�0.21, 0.425) and (0.62, 0.37, 0.425). One dipole was located at
the left occipital area, while the other was located at the right
frontal area. The network generated by measuring EEG coherence
with the original IR revealed high-density connectivity between
left occipital and right frontal areas, showing high connectivity
around the source position. Moreover, connectivity between the
two areas also reflected the coherence existed between the two
sources.

The REST network showed similar configuration to an IR net-
work, while the results obtained using other reference types (AR,
LM and L) showed substantial bias.
for all the dipole-pairs using 129 (a) or 20 (b) scalp locations.



Fig. 2. (a) The relative error (RE) of the coherence with REST, using conductivity ratio = 80 to generate the original scalp EEG, and CR ranging from 20 to 80 in REST. (b) The
averaged relative error of the coherence over the 100 dipole-pair sources for different CRs (20 � 500) when the true CR = 80.
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3.2. Resting-state EEG analysis

3.2.1. Power spectra
Fig. 4 shows the absolute power values of different frequency

bands. It can be seen that the choice of reference had distinct ef-
fects on different power bands. Across the different references, L
consistently showed the largest values, while AR consistently
showed the smallest. In addition, the power distributed in the
low- and middle-frequency bands was much higher than that dis-
tributed in the high-frequency bands.

One-way repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
were performed on the absolute power values for each frequency
band to evaluate the reference effects. Significant differences re-
vealed by ANOVA were further analysed for multiple comparisons
using Tukey’s post hoc test. The value of epsilon (e) of Greenhouse–
Geisser would be denoted when the Greenhouse–Geisser correction
was necessary. A significance level of P < 0.05 was used in all com-
parisons. These statistics revealed significant differences for all fre-
quency bands (delta: F(3, 42) = 29.262, e = 0.479; P < 0.001; theta:
F(3, 42) = 91.653, P < 0.001; alpha-1: F(3, 42) = 35.713, e = 0.544;
Fig. 3. The network configuration for one
P < 0.001; alpha-2: F(3, 42) = 46.558, e = 0.429; P < 0.001; beta-1:
F(3, 42) = 52.913, e = 0.556; P < 0.001; beta-2: F(3, 42) = 11.383,
e = 0.443; P = 0.002; gamma: F(3, 42) = 11.276, e = 0.394; P =
0.003). In addition, pair-wise multiple comparisons revealed signif-
icant differences (Tukey’s test, P < 0.05) for all comparisons, except
between LM and L for alpha-1 and alpha-2.

Fig. 5 illustrates the spectral topography mapping in different
frequency bands for REST (a), AR (b), LM (c), L (d), AR-REST (e),
LM-REST (f) and L-REST (g), respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a), del-
ta power was primarily distributed over the prefrontal area. The
frontal–central and occipital areas were associated with theta-re-
lated activity, which showed a clear expansion from anterior to
posterior areas. Both alpha-1 and alpha-2 activities were mainly
distributed over the posterior area. Beta-1 showed a similar distri-
bution to alpha-1 and alpha-2, but the power over the posterior
area was relatively weak. High-frequency beta-2 and gamma-re-
lated activities showed a similar distribution that included the
frontal and occipital areas, as well as other small discrete areas.

Fig. 5(b)–(d) shows the spectral topographies for AR, LM and L.
Although the power distributions for AR and REST were similar, the
dipole-pair with different references.



Fig. 4. The absolute power values in all frequency bands with different references.
Shown is the average of band powers of all channels over 15 subjects.
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power values for each region were nevertheless distinct, which is
clearly demonstrated from the difference topography (e). The spec-
tral topographies for LM and L (c–d) exaggerated the central area
Fig. 5. The spectral distribution mappings in all frequency bands using an infinity refere
average reference (AR; b), a linked-mastoid reference (LM; c), a left mastoid reference (L;
L and IR (g). The same color bar was adopted for each frequency band (a–d).
and the right-anterior area for all bands, respectively. The main
power distribution areas were largely consistent for all four refer-
ences. However, substantial differences in the activity strength and
extension were found in the same frequency band. This difference
is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5(e)–(g) described below.

The difference topographies for each band between AR and
REST are shown in Fig. 5(e). Compared with REST, AR had less
power over posterior areas, reflecting an anterior shift of the power
distribution. Fig. 5(f) shows that the LM reference introduced a
large increase of power over anterior areas, and it indicated an
obvious frontal shift of power spectra for all frequency bands.
However, the topographic difference between L and REST in
Fig. 5(g) revealed a large increase of power over the right-anterior
region, indicating a strong hemisphere bias.

AWCs were calculated with different references in each fre-
quency band. The AWCs of AR, LM and L references were then com-
pared with that of REST. Fig. 6 shows AWC shifts for AR, LM and L
relative to REST, calculated by subtracting the REST AWC from that
of the other references. The results were averaged over 15 subjects.
We found that LM and L introduced larger shifts than AR. The AWC
nce as estimated by the reference electrode standardisation technique (REST; a); an
d), and the spectral distribution differences between AR and IR (e), LM and IR (f), and



Fig. 6. The AWCs shifts of AR, LM and L in the whole frequency bands. Three coordinate components are displayed with different symbols (�for x-axis, +for y-axis, *for z-axis)
and red, blue and black colors are used for AR, LM and L, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 7. The network weighted-density averaged across 15 subjects in the different
frequency bands when different references are used.
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shifts along x-axis of AR, LM and L were all less than 0.1. Significant
AWC differences along the x-axis were found for all four references
(delta: F(3, 42) = 37.835, e = 0.533; P < 0.001; theta: F(3, 42) =
91.367, P < 0.001; alpha-1: F(3, 42) = 144.612, e = 0.486; P < 0.001;
alpha-2: F(3, 42) = 55.716, e = 0.628; P < 0.001; beta-1: F(3, 42) =
112.438, e = 0.469; P < 0.001; beta-2: F(3, 42) = 294.140, e = 0.520;
P < 0.001; gamma: F(3, 42) = 87.129, e = 0.587; P < 0.001). Pair-wise
multiple comparison tests revealed significant differences between
LM and the other three references (Tukey’s test, P < 0.05) along the
x-axis. Along the y-axis, the AWC of AR, LM as well as L showed sig-
nificant anterior shifts in all frequency bands compared with REST,
especially for the middle-frequency bands including alpha-1,
alpha-2 and beta-1. One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were
performed, revealing that the AWC difference among the four refer-
ences along the y-axis was significant (delta: F(3, 42) =
184.467, e = 0.501; P < 0.001; theta: F(3, 42) = 365.215, e = 0.678;
P < 0.001; alpha-1: F(3, 42) = 74.753, e = 0.708; P < 0.001; alpha-2:
F(3, 42) = 178.283, e = 0.503; P < 0.001; beta-1: F(3, 42) = 286.853,
e = 0.659; P < 0.001; beta-2: F(3, 42) = 52.849, e = 0.651; P < 0.001;
gamma: F(3, 42) = 140.674, e = 0.380; P < 0.001). Positive z-axis
shifts were found for LM and L, while AR introduced negative shifts
along the z-axis. Differences in AWC along the z-axis among the four
references were significant in all bands (delta: F(3, 42) = 190.263,
e = 0.382; P < 0.001; theta: F(3, 42) = 28.105, e = 0.566; P < 0.001; al-
pha-1: F(3, 42) = 48.236, e = 0.458; P < 0.001; alpha-2: F(3, 42) =
153.227, e = 0.602; P < 0.001; beta-1: F(3, 42) = 18.913, e = 0.567;
P < 0.001; beta-2: F(3, 42) = 29.189, e = 0.538; P < 0.001; gamma:
F(3, 42) = 67.200, e = 0.503; P < 0.001).

3.2.2. DMN weighted density
The weighted density of the DMN averaged across 15 subjects

for all frequency bands is shown in Fig. 7.
Among the four references, L and LM showed the largest

weighted density, with high variability. For REST and AR, the
weighted density of the middle-frequency bands was much higher
than that of the low- and high-frequency bands. For L and LM, how-
ever, the weighted density increased dramatically, particularly in
the high-frequency bands. One-way repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed that differences among the four references were signifi-
cant in all frequency bands (delta: F(3, 42) = 11.982, e = 0.683;
P < 0.001; theta: F(3, 42) = 53.744, e = 0.527; P < 0.001; alpha-1:
F(3, 42) = 51.630, e = 0.500; P < 0.001; alpha-2: F(3, 42) = 22.370,
e = 0.504; P < 0.001; beta-1: F(3, 42) = 32.788, e = 0.410; P < 0.001;
beta-2: F(3, 42) = 26.025, e = 0.421; P = 0.001; gamma: F(3, 42) =
25.196, e = 0.416; P = 0.001). A pair-wise comparison, however,
revealed that the difference between AR and REST in theta and
beta-2 bands was not significant (Tukey’s test, P > 0.05).
3.2.3. DMN connectivity topography
Fig. 8 shows the networks of four degrees with the four refer-

ences in different frequency bands, with the color lines represent-
ing the level of the connectivity weights.

It is obvious from Fig. 8 that the network configurations varied
profoundly across different references. The first column shows that
high-density connectivity prevailed over the posterior regions in
low- and high-frequency bands for REST, and long-distance con-
nectivity bridged between anterior and posterior areas in the mid-
dle-frequency bands, whereas the connectivity topographies of AR
and REST were highly comparable in the alpha-2 band. Long-dis-
tance connectivity from anterior to posterior areas was enhanced
in all frequency bands with AR. Revealing a substantial number
of null-degree nodes, the connectivity of LM and L was more focal
and sparse indicating that a strong bias was introduced by LM and
L. With these mastoid references, the connectivity over the poster-
ior area was weakened and the connectivity over the anterior area
was enhanced. Particularly for the unilateral mastoid reference, the



Fig. 8. The EEG default mode network with 18 nodes averaged across 15 subjects. The degree of each network is 4. The 18 red points stand for network nodes. The red line
(connectivity weight = 0.6), the blue line (0.6 = connectivity weight = 0.4), and the black line (connectivity weight 5 0.4) denote different connectivity levels. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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network connectivity in the immediate vicinity of the reference
location was severely reduced. Thus, the reference-dependent ef-
fect is clear in the network topography.
4. Discussion

4.1. Simulation analysis

The simulation results showed that the relative error of coher-
ence was greatly reduced by REST. Irrespective of the dipole-pair
locations, the RE level of the four references was significantly dif-
ferent. Although the RE introduced by AR was smaller compared
with mastoid references (LM and L), the network configuration
was still markedly distorted by AR, which was in striking contrast
to REST, lacking notable distortions. These results strongly sug-
gest that the effects of using different EEG references have a pro-
found impact on the data analysis. When the electrode number
was reduced to 20, the RE of REST was still significantly smaller
compared with the other reference schemes (AR, LM and L),
underscoring the validity of REST even for a low-density montage,
although the spatially under-sampled EEG montage yielded a lar-
ger RE compared with the findings for 129 electrodes. The refer-
ence effects of LM and L were barely affected by number of
electrodes. However, the RE introduced by AR was substantially
increased compared with that of 129 electrodes and demon-
strated the fact that the AR is only effective with a sufficient
number of electrodes. Given these simulation findings, REST
was considered as a standard for evaluating the reference effects
for the resting-state EEG.

Besides the electrode montage, REST also depended on the
head model. However, this dependency was relatively weak.
For the practically meaningful situations: CR = 15 (Oostendorp
et al., 2000) � 80 (Rush and Driscoll, 1969), even the assumed
CR is different from the true value; the REs always remained
at a level of 10�3. In addition, the RE of REST was smaller than
that of AR, LM and L regardless of the particular conductivity
ratio used (Fig. 2).
4.2. Application to real data

4.2.1. Spectra analysis
We investigated the possible effects of four references on the

power spectra, in terms of power values and power distribution.
The results revealed that reference choice influenced two aspects
of power spectra: magnitude and distribution.

Due to the special frequency dynamic activity, the influence of
reference on power spectra varied across frequency bands. Fig. 4
shows that there was a significant effect of reference on power val-
ues. Across all frequency bands, the LM reference produced the
largest absolute power values, whereas the AR rendered the small-
est power values. This finding confirms that these differences
should be taken into account during the study of physiological pro-
cesses (Yao et al., 2005). There were also distinct topographic dif-
ferences of absolute power among the references as shown in
Fig. 5. More concentrated alpha activities were revealed in the pos-
terior area with REST compared with AR, LM and L. Activities
remarkably decreased in the posterior area with AR, whereas activ-
ities dramatically increased in the anterior area with LM and L, and
these variations all showed clear anterior shifts. With L, activations
over the right-anterior area were strengthened. The AWC shifts in
Fig. 6 were consistent with the topographic differences in Fig. 5,
and the frontal shifts induced by LM and L were much larger than
those induced by AR. Moreover, the right hemisphere shift with L
was obvious, evidently resulting from the lateralised position of
the reference electrode.
4.2.2. Coherence and DMN analysis
Coherence is another spectra-related variable, and was substan-

tially affected by reference choice. L and LM showed much larger
coherence amplitude than AR and REST. The results clearly demon-
strated that the choice of an active scalp reference site led to large
coherence distortions. Previous studies have reported that scalp
EEG coherence can be simultaneously influenced by volume con-
duction and reference choice (Nunez et al., 1997; Nunez and Srin-
ivasan, 2006), and the increasing reference activity leads to a
falsely increased coherence (Essl and Rappelsberger, 1998). The
large potential of LM and L reference signals strongly influences
original EEG data by introducing new components. Accordingly,
the LM and L references in our study generated large changes in
coherence values and network weighted density.

The DMN connectivity topography mappings shown in Fig. 8
illustrate the influence of reference choice on scalp network con-
nectivity. In terms of topography, both AR and REST showed tight
connectivity between posterior and anterior areas; however, net-
works using L and LM references were found to be relatively inva-
lid because no strong connectivity was shown between these two
areas. Moreover, network connectivity over posterior areas was
considerably weaker when LM and L references were used, and
connectivity around the left mastoid was reduced with L, revealing
the shortcomings of using single or two-site references. It is also
clearly shown in our results that AR augmented the long-distance
connectivity between anterior and posterior areas in all frequency
bands. The connectivity configuration distortion may be influenced
by the frontal and downward spectra shift with AR.

Our results demonstrated that the middle-frequency bands (al-
pha-1, alpha-2 and beta-1) have strong connectivity between the
anterior and posterior areas in DMNs with REST and AR references.
This connectivity represented the strong information exchange be-
tween frontal and occipital areas. This was not revealed using L and
LM references.

4.3. Comparisons of the four references

The above comparisons consistently confirmed the obvious ef-
fects of references on power spectra, coherence and DMN, confirm-
ing the necessity of choosing a suitable reference in EEG studies.
Generally, the differences we found were due to the inherent prop-
erties of the different references. We found the L and LM produced
stronger power and higher coherence values than the other two
references. As the mastoids are closer to the occipital regions, they
may have a greater effect on the power of occipital electrodes than
the frontal electrodes, resulting in a shift and extension to the ante-
rior regions compared with REST and AR references. When L was
used, the channels close to the reference electrode were particu-
larly strongly influenced. The strength of the left-posterior area
thus declined, whereas the strength of the right-anterior area
was increased. It was revealed that the body-surface-related refer-
ence influenced those electrodes nearby to a greater extent, pre-
sumably because the reference electrode inherently contains
strong activities.

As reported in previous studies (Yao, 2001), because IR is theo-
retically far from all electrodes, it acts as a reliable neutral refer-
ence. The reconstructed IR (REST) is dependent on the assumed
volume model, sensor and source configuration. In the current
study, REST was implemented using a unified three-shell sphere
head model. Although a realistic head model constructed for each
individual subject would likely improve the accuracy of REST for
each subject, the simulation study in this work and those in previ-
ous reports (Yao, 2001; Zhai and Yao, 2004) all showed that REST is
effective even when the volume conductor differs from the true
head model. It was shown in the simulation that RE is greatly re-
duced with REST compared with other commonly used references.
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Therefore, REST may be regarded as an appropriate standard for
evaluating AR, LM and L and other physical references in practice
to determine the possible distortion that is caused by particular
non-zero references.

Comparing AR, LM and L references revealed that AR produced
results that were much closer to those of REST, when applied to
both simulated and real resting-state EEG data. These findings
indicated that AR is a better choice than LM and L, which have been
adopted in recent neurocognitive EEG studies. The REST accuracy
will be affected by the head model, electrode number (Yao,
2001), whereas the AR is limited by the assumption that head elec-
trode sampling is able to approximate a closed integral over the
head surface (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006), that is, the AR is com-
monly recommended as a neutral and valid reference in cases
where the scalp field is spatially sampled with a sufficiently large
number of sensors (Dien, 1998). However, when compared with
REST, AR is still far from the ideal neutral reference. This is due
not only to inadequate electrode density, but also to the electrode
spatial distribution typically being limited to the upper surface. AR
approximates zero only when dense electrodes cover the whole
surface of the head (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006; Srinivasan et al.,
1998; Ferree, 2006). Thus, the lack of facial and inferior electrodes
introduces frontal and downward shift when AR is adopted.
4.4. Various reference-free techniques

Many studies focussing on reference-free methods such as scalp
Laplacian (SL), the cortical imaging technique (CIT) and the current
source density (CSD) transformed method have been published
(Nunez et al., 1994; Srinivasan et al., 1998; Yao, 2000; Tenke and
Kayser, 2005). SL is both a spatial high-pass band estimate of scalp
data and an estimate of local current passing normal to the skull
(Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006; Yao, 2002). The cortical imaging is
from the scalp to the cortical surface, and because this is an inward
extrapolation technique, any error in scalp data or the head model
becomes enlarged (Yao, 2000; Yao et al., 2001). By contrast, the
operation involved in REST is from ‘scalp’ to ‘scalp’; the noise in
data and error in head model will not be enlarged.

In addition, the constant in the spherical spline interpolation
formula (Perrin et al., 1987; Yao, 2000; Ferree, 2006) comes pri-
marily from the constant potential introduced by a non-neutral
reference. Therefore, the spherical spline fit may be another ap-
proach for recovering the reference potential in theory, in addition
to the equivalent dipole layer approach in REST. However, the
spherical spline fit aims at a smooth spatial interpolation of the
non-sampled positions (Perrin et al., 1987), and the inverse inde-
terminancy is more serious compared with the equivalent dipole
layer approach. Moreover, the requirement of regularisation may
substantially reduce efficiency in recovering the true spherical
spectra (Yao et al., 2001). For these reasons, the equivalent dipole
layer approach was adopted in REST (Yao, 2001).
5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the effect of reference choice on
simulated data as well as real resting-state EEG data, as measured
by spectra, coherence and DMN connectivity. The results of the sim-
ulation revealed that RE was the smallest when REST was used, while
AR, LM and L references introduced a substantially higher level of er-
ror. All spectral properties, including power values, spatial distribu-
tion and AWC, were found to be distinctly different when alternative
references were adopted. Reference choice was also found to have
significantly effect on coherence, a measure that indicates synchro-
nisation and interaction. The default mode network was constructed
on the basis of coherence. Moreover, the results revealed that refer-
ence choice also influences the network pattern. This finding indi-
cates that the choice of reference plays an important role in
functional network studies in the brain, and must be carefully con-
sidered. REST is a promising reference technique for objective com-
parison in cross-laboratory studies and clinical practice.
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